Book Report

ACROSTIC
Book Report

Where does your book take place? Alaska? The Land of Oz? Brad’s Bedroom? Choose an
important setting in your book and type or write it down the left side of a piece of paper. Next, use
those letters as starting points to summarize important events in the story using words and phrases.
Example:

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
by Judy Blume

N
E
W
Y
O
R
K

aughty Fudge ate Dribble the turtle.

ating in a restaurant with Fudge is a big mess. Mashed potatoes were smashed on the
wall.

orked on a transportation project. Peter, Jimmy, and Sheila made a poster that looked
like it had a flying train in the middle.

elling and screaming was what Fudge did.

f course Fudge lost his two front teeth when he tried to fly from the top of the jungle
gym.

iding the toddler bike for a commercial was almost another disaster.

ennel is what Peter got for his new puppy. He named him Turtle after his pet that
Fudge ate.

Book Report

ACROSTIC

Book Report

Brainstorming and 1st draft space sheet.
Do NOT turn this sheet in.
Title of your book: ________________________________________________ Pages: ______________
Important setting in your book: ___________________________________________________
Use the setting as the main word of your acrostic!

What are some of the significant events that occurred in your book?
page
event

Almost done! Use a clean piece of paper to type or write your
Acrostic like the example of the other side!

Name ____________________ # ________

ACROSTIC
Book Report Checklist

Turn in this form with your project.
Teacher

Me

Checklist Items

Work Habits

☺
☺
☺





The book report was turned in on time.

☺



The main SETTING of the story is used as the main word in the acrostic.

The project was done with care and is neat and tidy.
The handwriting or typing is neat and easy to read.

tip – trace over pencil with black felt tip marker to make it easier to read.

Content
The acrostic includes:

☺
☺
☺
☺






main character and other significant people are included in write-ups.
major events in the story are part of the acrostic
major conflicts and problems within the story are part of the acrostic
solutions to the problems are also included in the acrostic

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics

☺
☺
☺





The title of the book is capitalized and underlined correctly.
ALL words are spelled correctly.
All proper nouns are capitalized correctly.

If you were the teacher, what comments would you make about your project?

In what ways do you think you met 3rd grade standards? In what ways do you think you could
improve?

